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Over a decade ago Dwayne Bannon-
Harrison set up Ngaran Ngaran Cultural
Awareness, offering a powerful experience
of indigenous food, ceremony and more on
Yuin Country on the south coast of New
South Wales.

Ngaran Ngaran references the lyrebird, the
ancient songbird and storyteller - one of the
oldest living birds on the planet.

Drawing on the teachings of his late
Grandfather Max Dulumunmun Harrison,
(known to many as Uncle Max), and from
other significant elders, Dwayne seeks to
help change the narrative and shift
mindsets by sharing Indigenous ways of
knowing.

'What we're doing is connecting people up
with ancient wi-fi. We all have the code for
this,’ explains Dwayne, a Yuin-Ngarrigu
descendant with connections to the Yorta-
Yorta, Dja Dja Warrung, Watchabolic and
Gunai language groups.

‘We’re sharing a deeply complex,
multifaceted wisdom system, a method of
understanding that emerges out of talking
with people, rather than at them. And
there's no better time to experience
indigenous culture than now.'
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programs, offering a powerful experience 
of indigenous food, ceremony and more on 
Yuin Country on the south coast of New 
South Wales.

Ngaran Ngaran references the lyrebird, the 
ancient songbird and storyteller - one of the 
oldest living birds on the planet. 

Drawing on the teachings of his late Grandfather 
Max Dulumunmun Harrison, (known to many  

ks Uncle Max), and from other elders, Dwayne see 
to help change the narrative and shift mindsets 
by sharing Indigenous ways of knowing. (1) 

‘What we're doing  is connecting people up 
with ancient wi-fi. We all have the code for this,’ 
explains Dwayne, a Yuin-Ngarrigu descendant 
with connections to the Yorta-Yorta, Dja Dja 
Warrung, Watchabolic and Gunai language 
groups. 

‘We’re sharing a deeply complex, multifaceted 
wisdom system, a method of understanding 
that emerges out of talking with people, rather 
than at them. And there's no better time to 
experience indigenous culture than now.' 

Dwayne sees this work as sharing the journey 
– allowing others to glimpse the power of
ancient wisdoms. Much of the impact of this 
work is in learning stories, and in having the 
space to tell stories.  
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‘We are all custodians of our lands and peoples, our
water, our earth. We are custodians of our country,
our story. All roads lead back to ancient wisdom
systems, it's that simple.’

Dwayne sees this work as sharing the journey –
allowing others to glimpse the power of ancient
wisdoms. Much of its impact is in learning stories,
and in having the space to tell stories.

'At Ngaran Ngaran we create a neutral interface for
this to happen,' Dwayne explains. 'Basically, Ngaran
Ngaran is about giving aspects of indigenous wisdom
away, so we can keep and preserve it. Some wisdoms
are deeply sacred and will remain so. But this
awareness is about helping people move beyond
what they think they know.'

Attracting varied groups from corporates, students
and young indigenous men, to those in their mid-
twenties and older often well-travelled individuals -
the programs are designed to help participants reach
greater wellness, mind, body and spirit.

Dwayne also encourages us to engage with our local
First Nation peoples - to invest the time, energy or
whatever resources we have, to nourish and
preserve the many precious possibilities available to
us.

Further details:
+61 408 272121
ngaranaboriginalculture.com

'A rare firsthand experience
of Aboriginal culture'

An interview with Maggie Hamilton

Over a decade ago Dwayne Bannon-Harrison 
set up Ngaran Ngaran Cultural Awareness 

(1) Names used with permission.
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‘We are all custodians of our lands and peoples, our
water, our earth. We are custodians of our country,
our story. All roads lead back to ancient wisdom
systems, it's that simple.’

Dwayne sees this work as sharing the journey –
allowing others to glimpse the power of ancient
wisdoms. Much of its impact is in learning stories,
and in having the space to tell stories.

'At Ngaran Ngaran we create a neutral interface for
this to happen,' Dwayne explains. 'Basically, Ngaran
Ngaran is about giving aspects of indigenous wisdom
away, so we can keep and preserve it. Some wisdoms
are deeply sacred and will remain so. But this
awareness is about helping people move beyond
what they think they know.'

Attracting varied groups from corporates, students
and young indigenous men, to those in their mid-
twenties and older often well-travelled individuals -
the programs are designed to help participants reach
greater wellness, mind, body and spirit.

Dwayne also encourages us to engage with our local
First Nation peoples - to invest the time, energy or
whatever resources we have, to nourish and
preserve the many precious possibilities available to
us.

Further details:
+61 408 272121
ngaranaboriginalculture.com

'A rare firsthand experience 
of Aboriginal culture'

‘We are all custodians 
of our lands and peoples, 
our water, our earth. 
We are custodians of 
our country, our story. 
All roads lead back to 
ancient wisdom systems, 
it's that simple.’
‘At Ngaran Ngaran we create a neutral interface 
for this to happen, Dwayne explains. ‘Basically, 
Ngaran Ngaran is about giving aspects of 
indigenous wisdom away, so we can keep and 
preserve it. Some wisdoms are deeply sacred 
and will remain so. But this awareness is about 
helping people move beyond what they think 
they know, he reflects. 

Attracting a wide variety of groups - from 
corporates and uni students and young 
indigenous men to those in their mid-twenties 
and older often well-travelled individuals - the 
programs are designed to help participants 
reach greater wellness in mind, body and spirit.
Dwayne encourages us to engage with our 
local First Nation peoples - invest the time, 
energy or whatever resources we have, to 
nourish and preserve the precious possibilities 
available to us all.

Further details:
+61 408 272121
ngaranaboriginalculture.com
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Creative Team - Heart of Australia (26 October):
Maggie Hamilton, Glen Barry, Anatole Kononewsky, 
Chris Frost.  Event Coordinator: Chris Hooper
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